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Arteza

Morocco, Spain and Portugal 

have been centers of tile 

artistry for centuries.  Arteza 

takes inspiration from these 

countries, and the echoes of 

the common ceramic culture 

they still share.  Traditional 

patterns take on new life 

through artisans who craft 

each piece by hand, resulting 

in tiles that are a one of kind 

expression of the art form.
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All sizes noted are nominal.
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Available Shapes

Available Trim

Alhambra
4 3/8” x 4 3/8”, 3” x 3”

Cadiz
3” x 3”

Cordoba Mosaic
3/4” x 5 1/2”

Granada
4 1/2” x 4 1/2”, 3” x 3”

Souk
1 1/2” x 6”

Bullnose
1” x 4”



All sizes noted are nominal.
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Alhambra 4 3/8” x 4 3/8”, 3” x 3”

Pueblo Blanco
ART-ALHAMB-PUEBBLA-GLS

Blanco Viejo
ART-ALHAMB-BLANVIE-GLS

Cotto
ART-ALHAMB-COTTO-NAT

Scirocco
ART-ALHAMB-SCIROCC-GLS

Café
ART-ALHAMB-CAFE-GLS

Available Colors

Rio Verde
ART-ALHAMB-RIOVER-GLS



All sizes noted are nominal.
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Available ColorsCadiz 3” x 3” 

Pueblo Blanco
ART-CADIZ-PUEBBLA-GLS

Blanco Viejo
ART-CADIZ-BLANVIE-GLS

Cotto
ART-CADIZ-COTTO-NAT

Scirocco
ART-CADIZ-SCIROCC-GLS

Café
ART-CADIZ-CAFE-GLS

Rio Verde
ART-ALHAMB-RIOVER-GLS



All sizes noted are nominal.
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Available ColorsCordoba Mosaic 3/4” x 5 1/2”

Pueblo Blanco
ART-CORHER-PUEBBLA-GLS

Blanco Viejo
ART-CORHER-BLANVIE-GLS

Cotto
ART-CORHER-COTTO-NAT

Café
ART-CORHER-CAFE-GLS

Rio Verde
ART-CORHER-RIOVER-GLS

Image
Coming Soon



All sizes noted are nominal.
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Available ColorsGranada 4 1/2” x 4 1/2”, 3” x 3”

Pueblo Blanco
ART-GRANAD-PUEBBLA-GLS

Blanco Viejo
ART-GRANAD-BLANVIE-GLS

Cotto
ART-GRANAD-COTTO-NAT

Scirocco
ART-GRANAD-SCIROCC-GLS

Café
ART-GRANAD-CAFE-GLS

Rio Verde
ART-GRANAD-RIOVER-GLS



All sizes noted are nominal.
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Available ColorsSouk 1 1/2” x 6”

Pueblo Blanco
ART-SOUK-PUEBBLA-GLS

Blanco Viejo
ART-SOUK-BLANVIE-GLS

Cotto
ART-SOUK-COTTO-NAT

Scirocco
ART-SOUK-SCIROCC-GLS

Café
ART-SOUK-CAFE-GLS

Rio Verde
ART-SOUK-RIOVER-GLS

Bullnose 1” x 4” x 1/2” Available Colors

Pueblo Blanco Blanco Viejo Cotto

Scirocco Café Rio Verde
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Variation, Usage & Technical Information

Arteza Recommended Usage

Wall Application Suitable

Interior Wall/Backsplash Yes

Fireplace/Cooktop Surround Yes

Shower Wall (Glazed Tile Only)*** Yes

Steam Shower No

Exterior Wall Yes*

Pool, Spa or Water Feature (fully submerged) No

Floor Application Interior Exterior

Shower No No

Steam Shower No N/A

Light Residential (Glazed Tile)   Yes** No

Residential (Natural Terracotta Tile) Yes** Yes*

  Application Notes Floor Application Definitions

*Residential Exterior uses in climates that do not experience freeze-
thaw conditions.

**If used for flooring, expect wear and tear on the tiles, which may 
include glaze wearing off the edges, or chipping off the surface, as 
well as cracks, or complete failure of occasional tiles.

***See install instructions for specific method for shower wall 
installation.

Light  Residential  -  Flooring  areas  subject  to  soft-soled  footwear  
or normal footwear traffic without abrasive soil/dirt, such as 
bathrooms and bedrooms without exterior access and minimal pivot 
points.

Residential - Flooring areas subject to soft-soled or normal footwear 
traffic  that  may  contain  amounts  of  abrasive  soil/dirt,  such  as  
living rooms, dining rooms or other rooms with exterior access.

Pools, Spas & Fountains

Arteza tiles do not meet US standards for use in pools, spas or other areas where it will be regularly submerged in water; and we do not 
recommend Arteza for these applications. 

Important Sealing Information

Natural Terracotta tiles must be sealed before grouting. Occasional re-sealing may be needed, depending on where tile is installed.

Variation

Arteza tiles are made entirely by hand in Morocco and each tile will be different from the next. Please expect the following 
characteristics which are inherent in authentic handmade tiles from Morocco.

• Chips off the surface of the glaze exposing the clay beneath
• Imperfections on the tile face 
• Divots and marks in the surface of the tile
• Glazed over chips on the tile edges

Variation between samples and tiles received is possible, as handmade techniques of glazing make shade and color variation an 
inherent part of the product.  Samples received before shipments should be considered indicative of color only.  Driftwood Design Lab 
will not honor any claims made for these characteristics listed above if claimed as defects.
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Arteza Installation Guidelines include important methods that if not followed may result in an unsatisfactory 
installation. For installation instructions, please visit: DriftwoodDesignLab.com




